Clear Sheet

Story Outline Worksheet
Story Title:

Cindy's Sin
Genre:

Tense/POV:

Setting:

Fantasy

Third Person

Downtown Las Vegas

PART ONE

Introduction:

Who? What? Why?
Cindy Lash, a young, beautiful, naive, 20-something girl. Comes to Las
Vegas to avenge her father's death. She plans to use cunning, beauty, and
a little magic to complete her quest.

Beginning Confrontation:

What causes the viewpoint character to face the antagonist?
Cindy Lash arrives by Greyhound bus. She is directed and aided by the
neon lights of Fremont Street to find answers about her father's death.

Internal Initial Tension Scene (Call to Action):

What does the viewpoint character hope to obtain before the end of the
story? Why can't she have it? What will she do to get it?
She hopes for closure and revenge. She can't find Barstow Mike. The neon
lights guide her to meet a man who has a clue of where to find Barstow
Mike.

External Initial Tension Sequel (Call to Action):
What does the viewpoint character need to do to obtain her goal? What steps are required
(physical) to achieve her desire?
She is led to the Golden Goose Strip Club by the neon lights. She discovers a man named
Charles Daughtry who possesses a black book. When they meet he writes her name in the book.
She needs that book because it contains the names of gamblers, thieves, and anyone who has
been associated with the Las Vegas underground. The book will lead her to Barstow Mike. Cindy
tells Charles she is trying to find her lost brother. Charles introduces her to detective named
Stony Jackson. Perhaps he can help her find her brother.

Revealed Backstory (Vital Information):
Long before this tale, something must have happened to send our protagonist
on this journey? What do we need to know to better understand this story?
Cindy grew up traveling and gambling with her father. He taught her how to read
faces and select people to steal from. She is good a slight-of-hand and other
tricks. Her dad was killed in front of her during a card game. She was
traumatized by the murder and wants revenge. She has waited a long time to
get it.
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PART TWO

Internal Tension Scene(Obstacles):

Something is causing the protagonist to hesitate: why is she stalling? What
is making her second-quess starting?
Cindy is unsure how to proceed. Should she be charming or tough? She
decides to be charming and hopes to get an opportunity to take the book.
Cindy also isn't sure if she really wants to go through with this quest. Does
she really want to murder Barstow Mike? She has internal shame for
thinking about it.
External Tension Sequel (Obstacles):
What obstacles are in the viewpoint character's path? What is keeping her from
achieving her goals? What emotional obstacles are in her path?
Charles Daughtry is never without the book. He keeps it in his jacket. He pats
his jacket to make sure it is still there. Cindy can't get to the book. She thinks
Charles tells funny stories; she doesn't want to hurt him. Stony asks her about
her brother; she is dismissive. Charlie thinks she is lying; there is no brother. He
tells her so. He grabs her arm. Stony stops him from grabbing her. His hand
comes down on top of Charlie's. Charlie tells Stony to mind his own business.
Internal Higher Tension Scene (Elements of Danger):
It's not too late! The viewpoint character can turn back! Why should she turn back? Why
doesn't she turn around and run? What rewards will she fail to achieve if she turns back now?
The dancers revolt! One grabs a gun and jumps up on the bar. Two others grab Charlie and
drag him onto the floor. The gun sprays the room. Glass flies. An aquarium is shattered.
Water flows across the floor flooding where Charles is standing. A light crashes down with
another shot of the gun! Charles and two girls are electrocuted. The neon lights glow brighter,
flash, and then all of the lights go out! A soft glow illuminates the pocket where Charles keeps
his book. Cindy reaches in the dark and grabs the book. Stony grabs her and tells her to run.

External Higher Tension Sequel (Elements of Danger):

Who is standing in the protagonists path? What evil designs have they
implemented to stop her? Why are they standing in her way?
Two strangers follow Cindy out of the bar. They see she is running toward
Stony Jackson's office. The men pursue Cindy and Stony. Stony shoves
Cindy into his office. The pursuers stop and make a phone call.

Internal Highest Tension Scene (Obstacles Intensify):
What makes the viewpoint character realize she must go on? What gives her goal new
meaning? Why does she see her goal must be realized?
Cindy now has the book and it contains all sorts of names. She finds Barstow Mike in
the book with a notation "Dangerous." There are other names. She decides she now
has the power to take down Barstow Mike and his partners. She decides she must find
Barstow Mike. In Stony's office the parents of a young boy are begging Stony to help
them. He thinks is is an odd coincidence that Cindy is also looking for her brother. "Are
you related?" Cindy doesn't know them and they don't know her. (This is a tie-in to the
other story). Cindy thanks Stony and runs out the door with the book.
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MIDPOINT

False Ending (The Ultimate Obstacle):

What happens to the viewpoint character to give the antagonist the upper
hand? What conflict takes place? What is the chink in the armour?
Cindy is grabbed as she exits Stony's office. Kidnapped, she finds herself
in a warehouse full of old neon. The book is gone! Cindy is trapped! Her list
is weak. Barstow Mike thinks it is funny. A small girl who is going to kill
him.

PART THREE

External Highest Tension Sequel (Obstacles Intensify):
The antagonist now gets the the upper hand! How does the antagonist get the
best of the protagonist? What could make the situation worse? What could
possibly happen to make the reader believe there is no way for the protagonist
to win?An old man enters; Barstow Mike! He decides to just shoot her now.
Cindy pleads for her life. She tries charm. She tries anger. All just make it worse.
Barstow Mike really plans to kill her. But first, he plans to have some fun.
Internal Point of No Return Scene (Elements of Danger):
The antagonist is winning! What occurs that causes the viewpoint character to decide
that she will never go back? What makes her decide she has crossed the point of no
return? Cindy is about to give up. She believes she has been outsmarted. She is tired
and hurt. She has bruises and a black eye. She looks at him and realizes he is not worth
dieing for. If she is going to die, then he will die too! Whenever Cindy is hurt, the neon
glows brighter. Barstow Mike notices this. So you have the gift too? You are talking to the
neon? Barstow Mike has the list! He thinks it is pathetic.

External Point of No Return Sequel (Elements of Danger):

The antagonist is about to wrap this up! What event causes the protagonist
to determine there is no giving up? Why does she decide she must finish the
path?
Barstow Mike says something evil about her father and family. He tells her
they were both weak. She is battered and sore. She remembers this is how
her father looked before he died. She doesn't want to die! She wants to live!
Darkest Hour:

How deep do you want to take the protagonist? What is the lowest point of
despair? What is the worst possible thing that could happen?
Hanging in the warehouse she realizes she likely is going to die. There is
no one to save her. Cindy reviews her list and it is short. Only two things
on it: see the lights of Vegas; kill Barstow Mike. And she can't even do that!
Turning Point:
How does the viewpoint character recover from her deepest pitch of dispair? How does she
continue the fight? What inspiration comes her way? How does she decide to risk everything?
Cindy looks into Barstow Mikes eyes and realizes he isn't worth the fight. She can overcome
his crap, figure out how to take him down, and still win. A flash of neon in the corner. She gets
a message. There is a way to survive and still beat Barstow Mike. When Cindy thinks about
revenge, the neon fails to glow. But when she thinks about her dad, the neon glows brighter.
The neon is her dad! He is there to help her!
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PART FOUR

Internal Climax:

What does the viewpoint character realize at the crucial moment? What
has she learned? What has she overcome? What lesson has she learned
and how has that changed her viewpoint?
She has to forgive him and feel love. Her dad's love. This love will make
the room light up, blind Barstow Mike and help her escape. She learns
revenge is not the best choice. She learns love is the best choice.

External Climax:
What event helps her realize her change? How does the protagonist defeat the
antagonist?
[this should happen simultaneously with the Internal Climax.]
The neon lights brighten to the point of blinding everyone in the room. The power
cable Cindy is tied to sparks and melts. She falls to the floor. She rushes over and
grabs the book from Barstow Mike. His eyes are wide open and light is bouncing off
his eyes. He is blind.

Internal Resolution:

How has the protagonist changed? Does she have a new understanding?
Did she learn a new lesson?
Cindy learned her father's love is deep within her and his presence will
help her grow and become a better person.

External Resolution:

What is the result of the final conflict? How are things different for the
protagonist? Has the antagonist survived or died? Will they be back? Will the
protagonist be back?
Cindy survives. She has a new understanding about her father and herself.
She walks out of the warehouse and down to the bus station. She walks next
to Vegas Vic and Sassy Sally. She tells them thanks. They have a
conversation about finding love.
Character Realization (Growth):

How has the protagonist changed? Did she grow? Did the story end with a
satisfying outcome? What lessons have been learned and shared?
Cindy realizes she can survive. She opens the book. Under her dad's
name she sees her entire family. And there is another name. A sister?
Cindy chooses the bus to Denver. She has a different mission to complete.
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Notes

Make them see it through Cindy's eyes. Cindy has only a few things on her list: see the
lights of Vegas; and kill Barstow Mike. She must face many challenges. The lights
represent her father. He is guiding her to a truth; love conquers all fears.
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